The Accident

Shibika talks about surviving a serious car accident.

Fred: Hi, Shibika, so you were telling me that you recently were in a car accident.

Shibika: That's right.

Fred: Can you tell me what happened?

Shibika: Yeah, in fact, as I told you before, I went to India on vacation and I had stopped in Delhi—that's the capital of India—for a day, and I was going out with my friend to watch a movie in his car and he was driving, and he just...there was a turn. He took a turn and he just raced across. He surpassed this car that was going and we dashed across the divider so I banged my shoulder into one of the car doors and that is how I basically fractured my collarbone.

Fred: Oh, so you broke your shoulder?

Shibika: That's right.

Fred: What happened after that?

Shibika: So, we had to immediately rush to the hospital and he panicked. I was like... I was not really unconscious but the pain was... it hurt really bad so I needed a pain killer. I needed an injection, so I went to the hospital and there they gave me a pain killer injection and after that they took an x-ray and then they found it was a fracture so I had to be admitted to the hospital and I was admitted to the hospital immediately and I informed my parents who were not in Delhi, who were in Lucknow—it's like five hours from Delhi and I informed them the next day because I didn't want to panic them that time. They couldn't have come to Delhi so... Yeah, so but it was alright. They tied this bandage, plaster kind of thing across my neck and that time it hurt really bad. Yeah, it took time to for me to recover.

Fred: So, after you recovered, what was the process? So you had to go through the hospital and then they put the bandage?

Shibika: That's right. I had to be with the bandage on for a really long time, because I couldn't have taken out the bandage because in a bone fracture you can't be given any medicines or you can't be given any external treatment for it to get OK. You know, the only way for it to get OK is it's gonna heal naturally and with the bones with time. The bones are going to get fixed on their own so I had to keep on that plaster all the time, while eating.
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Comprehension Page

Main Points: Answer the following questions about the interview.

1) What did she hurt?
   a) Her rib
   b) Her leg
   c) Her shoulder

2) What happened at the hospital?
   a) She was admitted.
   b) She had surgery.
   c) She was released.

3) When did she call her parents?
   a) Immediately
   b) The next day
   c) After surgery

4) How long was she in the hospital?
   a) A few hours
   b) Less than a week
   c) About ten days

Phrase Match: Match the phrases on the left with the example on the right.

1. as I told you before
   ___ a type of medicine to numb an area

2. banged
   ___ a shot with a needle

3. an injection
   ___ to hit very hard

4. pain killer
   ___ when you say something a second time

5. plaster
   ___ a white mixture that becomes hard

Unscramble: Put the mixed up sentences in the correct order.

1. what | can you | me | tell | happened |

2. your shoulder | broke | you | so |

3. was | after | you recovered | what | the process |

4. the bandage on | how long | to keep | did you have |

Discussion: Can you remember how Shibika answered the above questions?
Summary

What happened?

At the Hospital

Parents

Time
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**Fred:** Hi, Shibika, so you were telling me that you recently were in a car accident.

**Shibika:** That's right.

**Fred:** Can you tell me what happened?

**Shibika:** Yeah, in fact, as I told you before, I went to India on vacation and I had stopped in Delhi—that's the capital of India—for a day, and I was ________ with my friend to watch a movie in his car and he was driving, and he just...there was a turn. He took a turn and he just raced across. He surpassed this car that was going and we dashed across the divider so I banged my shoulder into one of the car doors and ________ I basically fractured my collarbone.

**Fred:** Oh, so you broke your shoulder?

**Shibika:** That's right.

**Fred:** What happened after that?

**Shibika:** So, ________ immediately rush to the hospital and he panicked. I was like... I was not really unconscious ________ pain was... it hurt really bad so I needed a pain killer. I needed an injection, so I went to the hospital and there ________ a pain killer injection and after that they took an x-ray and then they found it was a fracture so ________ admitted to the hospital and I was admitted to the hospital immediately and I informed my parents who were not in Delhi, who were in Lucknow—it's like five hours from Delhi and I informed them the next day ________ to panic them that time. They couldn't have come to Delhi so... Yeah, so but it was alright. They tied this bandage, plaster kind of thing across my neck and that time it hurt really bad. Yeah, ________ to for me to recover.

**Fred:** So, after you recovered, what was the process? So you had to go through the hospital and then they put the bandage?

**Shibika:** That's right. I had to be with the bandage on for a really long time, ________ have taken out the bandage because in a bone fracture you can't be given any medicines or you can't be given any external treatment for it to get OK. You know, the only way for it to get OK is it's gonna heal naturally and with the bones with time. The bones are going to get fixed on their own so I had to keep on that plaster all the time, while eating, sleeping, no matter what I do, and ________ the hospital for a really long time after which I got discharged, say after ten days or something, and then I could be taken home.
What do you think?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discussion</th>
<th>Write the number of the question being answered in the box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Where did you go on your last vacation?</td>
<td>Marcin - Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Do you drive?</td>
<td>Amalia - Ecuador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Have you ever been in a car accident?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Have you ever been rushed to the hospital?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Have you ever broken a bone?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Are you afraid of needles and the sight of blood?</td>
<td>Conor - Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Do you have health insurance?</td>
<td>Joshua - Philippines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Write about one of the discussion questions:

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Marcin - Poland
Since I want to study to become a dentist, I have to control my uneasiness with needles. When I was younger, I would pass out everytime I saw blood. Needles usually wouldn't make me black out but I would feel dizzy and sweaty just thinking about them. Now needles are much smaller than when I was a kid and they are almost painless.

Amalia - Ecuador
Even though I can't drive yet, I already know how to drive because my dad has been teaching me. He takes me out on country roads where there are very few people. I'm planning to get my license soon but in my country, you have to be over 18 to be legal to drive. I only have to wait for 8 more months.

Conor - Ireland
Although I've never broken a bone, one of my mates got messed up playing football ("soccer" for Americans) One of his teammates attempted a slide tackle. He slid past the guy he was trying to steal the ball from and smashed into my mate's leg. He ended up with a compound fracture which means that the bone was sticking out of his leg.

Joshua - Philippines
Whenever I go on vacation, I get out of Manila and drive to the beach. Not only are the beaches in the Philippines full of fun, relaxed people but also there are luxury resorts that don't cost so much. We take hikes into the jungle and go scuba diving in the coral reefs. The only thing that I don't like is the humidity and the mosquitos.
Comprehension Page: **ANSWER KEY**

**Main Points:** Answer the following questions about the interview.

1) What did she hurt?  
   a) Her rib  
   b) Her leg  
   c) **Her shoulder**  

2) What happened at the hospital?  
   a) **She was admitted.**  
   b) She had surgery.  
   c) She was released.

3) When did she call her parents?  
   a) Immediately  
   b) The next day  
   c) After surgery

4) How long was she in the hospital?  
   a) A few hours  
   b) Less than a week  
   c) About ten days

**Phrase Match:** Match the phrases on the left with the example on the right.

1. as I told you before  
   4. a type of medicine to numb an area

2. banged  
   3. a shot with a needle

3. an injection  
   2. to hit very hard

4. pain killer  
   1. when you say something a second time

5. plaster  
   5. a white mixture that becomes hard

**Unscramble:** Put the mixed up sentences in the correct order.  
*Sometimes more than one answer is possible.*

1. what | can you | me | tell | happened | ?
   
   **Can you tell me what happened?**

2. your shoulder | broke | you | so | ?
   
   **So you broke your shoulder?**

3. was | after | you recovered | what | the process ?
   
   **After you recovered, what was the process?**

4. the bandage on | how long | to keep | did you have | ?
   
   **How long did you have to keep the bandage on?**

**Discussion:** Can you remember how Mari and Mike answered the above questions?
Fred: Hi, Shibika, so you were telling me that you recently were in a car accident.

Shibika: That's right.

Fred: Can you tell me what happened?

Shibika: Yeah, in fact, as I told you before, I went to India on vacation and I had stopped in Delhi--that's the capital of India--for a day, and I was going out with my friend to watch a movie in his car and he was driving, and he just...there was a turn. He took a turn and he just raced across. He surpassed this car that was going and we dashed across the divider so I banged my shoulder into one of the car doors and that is how I basically fractured my collarbone.

Fred: Oh, so you broke your shoulder?

Shibika: That's right.

Fred: What happened after that?

Shibika: So, we had to immediately rush to the hospital and he panicked. I was like... I was not really unconscious but the pain was... it hurt really bad so I needed a pain killer. I needed an injection, so I went to the hospital and there they gave me a pain killer injection and after that they took an x-ray and then they found it was a fracture so I had to be admitted to the hospital and I was admitted to the hospital immediately and I informed my parents who were not in Delhi, who were in Lucknow--it's like five hours from Delhi and I informed them the next day because I didn't want to panic them that time. They couldn't have come to Delhi so... Yeah, so but it was alright. They tied this bandage, plaster kind of thing across my neck and that time it hurt really bad. Yeah, it took time to for me to recover.

Fred: So, after you recovered, what was the process? So you had to go through the hospital and then they put the bandage?

Shibika: That's right. I had to be with the bandage on for a really long time, because I couldn't have taken out the bandage because in a bone fracture you can't be given any medicines or you can't be given any external treatment for it to get OK. You know, the only way for it to get OK is it's gonna heal naturally and with the bones with time. The bones are going to get fixed on their own so I had to keep on that plaster all the time, while eating, sleeping, no matter what I do, and I had to be in the hospital for a really long time after which I got discharged, say after ten days or something, and then I could be taken home.